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This First Amendment (“Amendment”) is between Axon Enterprise, Inc. (f/k/a Taser International, Inc.), a 
Delaware corporation (“Axon”), and the City of Aurora (“Agency”). This Amendment is effective as of the 
last signature date on this Amendment (“Effective Date”). Axon and Agency are each a “Party” and 
collectively “Parties”. 

Axon and Agency are parties to the Master Services and Purchasing Agreement by and between the City 
of Aurora and Axon Enterprise, Inc. dated August 5, 2021 (“Agreement”). 

The Parties wish to incorporate further changes into the Agreement in order to expand the scope of offered 
products. 

The Parties therefore agree as follows: 

1. The attached documents are hereby incorporated into the Agreement: 

a. TASER 10 Appendix 
b. Axon Application Programming Interface Appendix 
c. My90 Terms of Use Appendix 
d. Quote Q-494619-45148.880JB 

 
2. All other terms and conditions of the Agreement shall remain unchanged and in full force and effect. 

Each representative identified below declares that the representative is authorized to execute this 
Amendment as of the date of signature. 

Axon Enterprise, Inc. Agency 

 

Signature:       

 

Signature:       

 

Name:        

 

Name:        

 

Title:         

 

Title:        

 

Date:        

 

Date:         
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TASER 10 Appendix 
This TASER 10 Appendix applies to Agency’s TASER 10, OSP 10, OSP Plus, or OSP 10 Plus Premium purchase 
from Axon, if applicable. 

1. Duty Cartridge Replenishment Plan. If the Quote includes "Duty Cartridge Replenishment Plan", Agency 
must purchase the plan for each CEW user. A CEW user includes officers that use a CEW in the line of duty 
and those that only use a CEW for training. Agency may not resell cartridges received. Axon will only replace 
cartridges used in the line of duty. 

2. Training. If the Quote includes a training voucher, Agency must use the voucher within one (1) year of 
issuance, or the voucher will be void. Axon will issue Agency a voucher annually beginning on the start of 
the TASER Subscription Term. The voucher has no cash value. Agency cannot exchange it for another device 
or service. Unless stated in the Quote, the voucher does not include travel expenses and will be Agency’s 
responsibility. If the Quote includes Axon Online Training or Virtual Reality Content Empathy Development 
for Autism/Schizophrenia (collectively, "Training Content"), Agency may access Training Content. Axon will 
deliver all Training Content electronically.  

3. Extended Warranty. If the Quote includes an extended warranty, the extended warranty coverage period 
warranty will be for a five- (5-) year term, which includes the hardware manufacturer’s warranty plus the four- 
(4-) year extended term. 

4. Trade-in. If the Quote contains a discount on CEW-related line items, including items related to OSP, then 
that discount may only be applied as a trade-in credit, and Agency must return used hardware and 
accessories associated with the discount ("Trade-In Units") to Axon. Agency must ship batteries via ground 
shipping. Axon will pay shipping costs of the return. If Axon does not receive Trade-In Units within the 
timeframe below, Axon will invoice Agency the value of the trade-in credit. Agency may not destroy Trade-In 
Units and receive a trade-in credit. 

 

Agency Size Days to Return from Start Date of TASER 10 Subscription  

Less than 100 officers 60 days 

100 to 499 officers 90 days 

500+ officers 180 days 

 

5. TASER 10 Subscription Term. The TASER 10 Subscription Term for a standalone TASER 10 purchase 
begins on shipment of the TASER 10 hardware. The TASER 10 Subscription Term for OSP 10 begins on the 
OSP 10 start date. 

6. Access Rights. Upon Axon granting Agency a TASER 10 Axon Evidence subscription, Agency may access 
and use Axon Evidence for the storage and management of data from TASER 10 CEW devices during the 
TASER 10 Subscription Term. Agency may not exceed the number of end users the Quote specifies.  

7. Agency Warranty. If Agency is located in the US, Agency warrants and acknowledges that TASER 10 is 
classified as a firearm and is being acquired for official Agency use pursuant to a law enforcement agency 
transfer under the Gun Control Act of 1968. 

8. Purchase Order. To comply with applicable laws and regulations, Agency must provide a purchase order 
to Axon prior to shipment of TASER 10. 
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Axon Application Programming Interface Appendix 
This Appendix applies if Axon’s API Services are included on the Quote. 
1. Definitions.  

1.1. "API Client" means the software that acts as the interface between Agency’s computer and the server, 
which is already developed or to be developed by Agency.  

1.2. "API Interface" means software implemented by Agency to configure Agency’s independent API Client 
Software to operate in conjunction with the API Service for Agency’s authorized Use. 

1.3. "Axon Evidence Partner API, API or Axon API" (collectively "API Service") means Axon’s API which 
provides a programmatic means to access data in Agency’s Axon Evidence account or integrate 
Agency’s Axon Evidence account with other systems.  

1.4. "Use" means any operation on Agency’s data enabled by the supported API functionality. 

2. Purpose and License. 

2.1. Agency may use API Service and data made available through API Service, in connection with an API 
Client developed by Agency. Axon may monitor Agency’s use of API Service to ensure quality, improve 
Axon devices and services, and verify compliance with this Agreement. Agency agrees to not interfere 
with such monitoring or obscure from Axon Agency’s use of API Service. Agency will not use API 
Service for commercial use.  

2.2. Axon grants Agency a non-exclusive, non-transferable, non-sublicensable, worldwide, revocable right 
and license during the Term to use API Service, solely for Agency’s Use in connection with Agency’s 
API Client.  

2.3. Axon reserves the right to set limitations on Agency’s use of the API Service, such as a quota on 
operations, to ensure stability and availability of Axon’s API. Axon will use reasonable efforts to 
accommodate use beyond the designated limits.  

3. Configuration. Agency will work independently to configure Agency’s API Client with API Service for 
Agency’s applicable Use. Agency will be required to provide certain information (such as identification or 
contact details) as part of the registration. Registration information provided to Axon must be accurate. 
Agency will inform Axon promptly of any updates. Upon Agency’s registration, Axon will provide 
documentation outlining API Service information.  

4. Agency Responsibilities. When using API Service, Agency and its end users may not: 

4.1. use API Service in any way other than as expressly permitted under this Agreement;  

4.2. use in any way that results in, or could result in, any security breach to Axon; 

4.3. perform an action with the intent of introducing any viruses, worms, defect, Trojan horses, malware, 
or any items of a destructive nature to Axon Devices and Services;  

4.4. interfere with, modify, disrupt or disable features or functionality of API Service or the servers or 
networks providing API Service; 

4.5. reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble, or translate or attempt to extract the source code from API 
Service or any related software;  

4.6. create an API Interface that functions substantially the same as API Service and offer it for use by 
third parties; 

4.7. provide use of API Service on a service bureau, rental or managed services basis or permit other 
individuals or entities to create links to API Service; 

4.8. frame or mirror API Service on any other server, or wireless or Internet-based device; 

4.9. make available to a third-party, any token, key, password or other login credentials to API Service;  
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4.10. take any action or inaction resulting in illegal, unauthorized or improper purposes; or 

4.11. disclose Axon’s API manual. 

5. API Content. All content related to API Service, other than Agency Content or Agency’s API Client content, 
is considered Axon’s API Content, including:  

5.1. the design, structure and naming of API Service fields in all responses and requests;  

5.2. the resources available within API Service for which Agency takes actions on, such as evidence, 
cases, users, or reports; 

5.3. the structure of and relationship of API Service resources; and  

5.4. the design of API Service, in any part or as a whole.  

6. Prohibitions on API Content. Neither Agency nor its end users will use API content returned from the API 
Interface to: 

6.1. scrape, build databases, or otherwise create permanent copies of such content, or keep cached copies 
longer than permitted by the cache header; 

6.2. copy, translate, modify, create a derivative work of, sell, lease, lend, convey, distribute, publicly display, 
or sublicense to any third-party; 

6.3. misrepresent the source or ownership; or 

6.4. remove, alter, or obscure any confidentiality or proprietary rights notices (including copyright and 
trademark notices). 

7. API Updates. Axon may update or modify the API Service from time to time ("API Update"). Agency is 
required to implement and use the most current version of API Service and to make any applicable changes 
to Agency’s API Client required as a result of such API Update. API Updates may adversely affect how 
Agency’s API Client access or communicate with API Service or the API Interface. Each API Client must 
contain means for Agency to update API Client to the most current version of API Service. Axon will provide 
support for one (1) year following the release of an API Update for all depreciated API Service versions. 
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My90 Terms of Use Appendix 
Definitions. 

1.1. "My90" means Axon’s proprietary platform and methodology to obtain and analyze feedback, and 
other related offerings, including, without limitation, interactions between My90 and Axon products. 

1.2. "Recipient Contact Information" means contact information, as applicable, including phone 
number or email address (if available) of the individual whom Agency would like to obtain feedback. 

1.3. "Agency Data" means 

1.3.1. "My90 Agency Content" which means data, including Recipient Contact Information, 
provided to My90 directly by Agency or at their direction, or by permitting My90 to access 
or connect to an information system or similar technology. My90 Agency Content does not 
include My90 Non-Content Data. 

1.3.2. "My90 Non-Content Data" which means data, configuration, and usage information about 
Agency's My90 tenant, and client software, users, and survey recipients that is Processed 
(as defined in Section 1.6 of this Appendix) when using My90 or responding to a My90 
Survey. My90 Non-Content Data includes data about users and survey recipients captured 
during account management and customer support activities. My90 Non-Content Data 
does not include My90 Agency Content. 

1.3.3. "Survey Response" which means survey recipients' response to My90 Survey.  

1.4. "My90 Data" means 

1.4.1. "My90 Survey" which means surveys, material(s) or content(s) made available by Axon to 
Agency and survey recipients within My90. 

1.4.2. "Aggregated Survey Response" which means Survey Response that has been de-
identified and aggregated or transformed so that it is no longer reasonably capable of 
being associated with, or could reasonably be linked directly or indirectly to, a particular 
individual. 

1.5. "Personal Data" means any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person. An 
identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by 
reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data, an online 
identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, 
economic, cultural, or social identity of that natural person.  

1.6. "Processing" means any operation or set of operations which is performed on data or on sets of 
data, whether or not by automated means, such as collection, recording, organization, structuring, 
storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, 
dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination, restriction, erasure, or 
destruction.  

1.7. "Sensitive Personal Data" means Personal Data that reveals an individual’s health, racial or 
ethnic origin, sexual orientation, disability, religious or philosophical beliefs, or trade union 
membership.  

2. Access. Upon Axon granting Agency a subscription to My90, Agency may access and use My90 to store 
and manage My90 Agency Content, and applicable My90 Surveys and Aggregated Survey Responses. 
This Appendix is subject to the Terms and Conditions of Axon’s Master Service and Purchasing 
Agreement or in the event you and Axon have entered into a prior agreement to govern all future 
purchases, that agreement shall govern. 

3. IP address. Axon will not store survey respondents’ IP address. 
4. Agency Owns My90 Agency Content. Agency controls or owns all right, title, and interest in My90 

Agency Content. Except as outlined herein, Axon obtains no interest in My90 Agency Content, and My90 
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Agency Content is not Axon’s business records. Except as set forth in this Agreement, Agency is 
responsible for uploading, sharing, managing, and deleting My90 Agency Content. Axon will only have 
access to My90 Agency Content for the limited purposes set forth herein. Agency agrees to allow Axon 
access to My90 Agency Content to (a) perform troubleshooting, maintenance, or diagnostic screenings; 
and (b) enforce this Agreement or policies governing use of My90 and other Axon products. 

5. Details of the Processing. The nature and purpose of the Processing under this Appendix are further 
specified in Schedule 1 Details of the Processing, to this Appendix.  

6. Security. Axon will implement commercially reasonable and appropriate measures to secure Agency 
Data against accidental or unlawful loss, access, or disclosure. Axon will maintain a comprehensive 
information security program to protect Agency Data including logical, physical access, vulnerability, risk, 
and configuration management; incident monitoring and response; security education; and data 
protection. Axon will not treat Agency Data in accordance with FBI CJIS Security Policy requirements 
and does not agree to the CJIS Security Addendum for this engagement or any other security or privacy 
related commitments that have been established between Axon and Agency, such as ISO 27001 
certification or SOC 2 Reporting. 

7. Privacy. Agency use of My90 is subject to the My90 Privacy Policy, a current version of which is available 
at https://www.axon.com/legal/my90privacypolicy. Agency agrees to allow Axon access to My90 Non-
Content Data from Agency to (a) perform troubleshooting, maintenance, or diagnostic screenings; (b) 
provide, develop, improve, and support current and future Axon products including My90 and related 
services; and (c) enforce this Agreement or policies governing the use of My90 or other Axon products. 

8. Location of Storage. Axon may transfer Agency Data to third-party subcontractors for Processing. Axon 
will determine the locations for Processing of Agency Data. For all Agency, Axon will Process and store 
Agency Data within the United States. Ownership of My90 Agency Content remains with Agency. 

9. Required Disclosures. Axon will not disclose Agency Data that Agency shares with Axon except as 
compelled by a court or administrative body or required by any law or regulation. Axon will notify Agency 
if any disclosure request is received for Agency Data so Agency may file an objection with the court or 
administrative body, unless prohibited by law.  

10. Data Sharing. Axon may share data only with entities that control or are controlled by or under common 
control of Axon, and as described below: 
10.1. Axon may share Agency Data with third parties it employs to perform tasks on Axon’s behalf to 

provide products or services to Customer.  

10.2. Axon may share Aggregated Survey Response with third parties, such as other Axon customers, 
local city agencies, private companies, or members of the public that are seeking a way to collect 
analysis on general policing and community trends. Aggregated Survey Response will not be 
reasonably capable of being associated with or reasonably be linked directly or indirectly to a 
particular individual. 

11. License and Intellectual Property. Agency grants Axon, its affiliates, and assignees the irrevocable, 
perpetual, fully paid, royalty-free, and worldwide right and license to use Agency Data for internal use 
including but not limited to analysis and creation of derivatives. Axon may not release Agency Data to 
any third party under this right that is not aggregated and de-identified. Agency acknowledges that 
Agency will have no intellectual property right in any media, good or service developed or improved by 
Axon. Agency acknowledges that Axon may make any lawful use of My90 Data and any derivative of 
Agency Data including, without limitation, the right to monetize, redistribute, make modification of, and 
make derivatives of the surveys, survey responses and associated data, and Agency will have no 
intellectual property right in any good, service, media, or other product that uses My90 Data.  

12. Agency Use of Aggregated Survey Response. Axon will make available to Agency Aggregated Survey 
Response and rights to use for any Agency purpose. 

13. Data Subject Rights. Taking into account the nature of the Processing, Axon shall assist Agency by 
appropriate technical and organizational measures, insofar as this is reasonable, for the fulfilment of 
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Agency's obligation to respond to a Data Subject Request regarding any Personal Data contained within 
My90 Agency Content. If in regard to My90 Agency Content, Axon receives a Data Subject Request from 
Agency's data subject to exercise one or more of its rights under applicable Data Protection Law, Axon 
will redirect the data subject within seventy-two (72) hours, to make its request directly to Agency. Agency 
will be responsible for responding to any such request.  

14. Assistance with Requests Related to My90 Agency Content. With regard to the processing of My90 
Agency Content, Axon shall, if not prohibited by applicable law, notify Agency without delay after receipt, 
if Axon: (a) receives a request for information from the Supervisory Authority or any other competent 
authority regarding My90 Agency Content; (b) receives a complaint or request from a third party regarding 
the obligations of Agency or Axon under applicable Data Protection Law; or (c) receives any other 
communication which directly or indirectly pertains to My90 Agency Content or the Processing or 
protection of My90 Agency Content.  Axon shall not respond to such requests, complaints, or 
communications, unless Agency has given Axon written instructions to that effect or if such is required 
under a statutory provision. In the latter case, prior to responding to the request, Axon shall notify Agency 
of the relevant statutory provision and Axon shall limit its response to what is necessary to comply with 
the request. 

 

15. Axon Evidence Partner Sharing. If Axon Evidence partner sharing is used to share My90 Agency 
Content, Agency will manage the data sharing partnership with Axon and access to allow only for 
authorized data sharing with Axon. Agency acknowledges that any applicable audit trail on the original 
source data will not include activities and processing performed against the instances, copies or clips 
that has been shared with Axon. Agency also acknowledges that the retention policy from the original 
source data is not applied to any data shared with Axon. Except as provided herein, data shared with 
Axon may be retained indefinitely by Axon.   

16. Data Retention. Phone numbers provided to Axon directly by Agency or at their direction, or by permitting 
My90 to access or connect to an information system or similar technology will be retained for twenty-four 
(24) hours. Axon will not delete Aggregated Survey Response for four (4) years following termination of 
this Agreement. There will be no functionality of My90 during these four (4) years other than the ability to 
submit a request to retrieve Aggregated Survey Response. Axon has no obligation to maintain or provide 
Aggregated Survey Response after these four years and may thereafter, unless legally prohibited, delete 
all Aggregated Survey Response.  

17. Termination. Termination of an My90 Agreement will not result in the removal or modification of 
previously shared My90 Agency Content or the potential monetization of Survey Response and 
Aggregated Survey Response. 

18. Managing Data Shared. Agency is responsible for: 
18.1. Ensuring My90 Agency Content is appropriate for use in My90. This includes, prior to sharing: (a) 

applying any and all required redactions, clipping, removal of metadata, logs, etc. and (b) 
coordination with applicable public disclosure officers and related legal teams; 

18.2. Ensuring that only My90 Agency Content that is authorized to be shared for the purposes outlined 
is shared with Axon. Agency will periodically monitor or audit this shared data; 

18.3. Using an appropriately secure data transfer mechanism to provide My90 Agency Content to Axon; 

18.4. Immediately notifying Axon if My90 Agency Content that is not authorized for sharing has been 
shared. Axon may not be able to immediately retrieve or locate all instances, copies or clips of 
My90 Agency Content in the event Agency requests to un-share previously shared My90 Agency 
Content; 

19. Prior to enrollment in My90. Prior to enrolling in My90, Agency will: 
19.1. determine how to use My90 in accordance with applicable laws and regulations including but not 

limited to consents, use of info or other legal considerations; 
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19.2. develop a set of default qualification criteria of what My90 Agency Content may be shared with 
Axon; and 

19.3. assign responsibilities for managing what My90 Agency Content is shared with Axon and educate 
users on what data may or not be shared with Axon. 

20. Agency Responsibilities. Agency is responsible for: 
20.1. ensuring no My90 Agency Content or Agency end user’s use of My90 Agency Content or My90 

violates this Agreement or applicable laws;  

20.2. providing, and will continue to provide, all notices and has obtained, and will continue to obtain, all 
consents and rights necessary under applicable laws for Axon to process Agency Data in 
accordance with this Agreement; and   

20.3. maintaining necessary computer equipment and Internet connections for use of My90. If Agency 
becomes aware of any violation of this Agreement by an end user, Agency will immediately 
terminate that end user’s access to My90. Agency will also maintain the security of end usernames 
and passwords and security and access by end users to My90 Agency Content. Agency is 
responsible for ensuring the configuration and utilization of My90 meets applicable Agency 
regulations and standards. Agency may not sell, transfer, or sublicense access to any other entity 
or person. Agency shall contact Axon immediately if an unauthorized party may be using Agency's 
account or My90 Agency Content or if account information is lost or stolen. 

21. Suspension. Axon may temporarily suspend Agency's or any end user’s right to access or use any 
portion or all of My90 immediately upon notice, if Agency or end user’s use of or registration for My90 
may (a) pose a security risk to Axon products including My90, or any third-party; (b) adversely impact 
My90, the systems, or content of any other customer; (c) subject Axon, Axon’s affiliates, or any third-
party to liability; or (d) be fraudulent. Agency remains responsible for all fees, if applicable, incurred 
through suspension. Axon will not delete My90 Agency Content or Aggregated Survey Response 
because of suspension, except as specified in this Agreement. 

22. My90 Restrictions. Agency and Agency end users (including employees, contractors, agents, officers, 
volunteers, and directors), may not, or may not attempt to: 
22.1. copy, modify, tamper with, repair, or create derivative works of any part of My90;  

22.2. reverse engineer, disassemble, or decompile My90 or apply any process to derive any source 
code included in My90, or allow others to do the same;  

22.3. access or use My90 with the intent to gain unauthorized access, avoid incurring fees or exceeding 
usage limits or quotas; 

22.4. use trade secret information contained in My90, except as expressly permitted in this Agreement;  

22.5. access My90 to build a competitive product or service or copy any features, functions, or graphics 
of My90;  

22.6. remove, alter, or obscure any confidentiality or proprietary rights notices (including copyright and 
trademark notices) of Axon’s or Axon’s licensors on or within My90; or  

22.7. use My90 to store or transmit infringing, libelous, or other unlawful or tortious material; to store or 
transmit material in violation of third-party privacy rights; or to store or transmit malicious code. 
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Schedule 1- Details of the Processing 

 

1. Nature and Purpose of the Processing. To help Agency obtain feedback from individuals, such as 
members of their community, staff, or officers. Features of My90 may include: 

1.1. Survey Tool where Agency may create, distribute, and analyze feedback from individuals it 
designates. Agency may designate members of the community, staff or officers from whom they 
would like to obtain feedback; 

1.2. Creation of custom forms for surveys. Agency may select questions from a list of pre-drafted 
questions or create their own; 

1.3. Distribution of survey via multiple distribution channels such as text message; 

1.4. Ability to access and analyze Survey Response. Axon may also provide Agency Aggregated 
Survey Responses which contain analysis and insights from the Survey Response; 

1.5. Direct integrations into information systems including Computer Aided Dispatch ("CAD"). This will 
enable Agency to share contact information easily and quickly with Axon of any individuals from 
whom it wishes to obtain feedback, enabling Axon to communicate directly with these individuals; 

1.6. Data Dashboard Beta Test ("Data Dashboard") where Survey Response and Aggregated Survey 
Response will be displayed for Agency use. Agency will be able to analyze, interpret, and share 
results of the Survey Response. My90 may provide beta versions of the Data Dashboard that are 
specifically designed for Agency to test before they are publicly available; 

1.7. Survey Responses will be aggregated and de-identified and may be subsequently distributed and 
disclosed through various mediums to: (1) Agency; (2) other Axon Agency; (3) private companies; 
and (4) members of the public. The purpose of disclosure is to provide ongoing insights and 
comparisons on general policing and community trends. Prior to disclosing this information, Axon 
will ensure that the Survey Response has been de-identified and aggregated or transformed so 
that it is no longer reasonably capable of being associated with, or could reasonably be linked 
directly or indirectly to a particular individual; and 

1.8. Provide services and materials to engage Agency stakeholders, market the partnership to the 
public, and facilitate training. 
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